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We describe a method we call core extraction for measuring the speed distributions of products from
photoinitiated bimolecular reactions for the purpose of determining state-to-state differential cross
sections. Core extraction is demonstrated by determination of the state-to-state differential cross
section for the reaction Cl�CH4��3�1�→HCl���1, J�1��CH3. The method of core extraction
measures three-dimensional projections of the velocity distribution using a time-of-flight mass
spectrometer equipped with a mask to reject off-axis scattered products. This three-dimensional
projection is then converted to a state-to-state differential cross section via simple transformations.
Competition between instrumental resolution and signal in core extraction is discussed, and the
behavior of our system is checked with simple velocity distributions that result from
photodissociation of Cl2 . Core extraction is compared with other methods for the measurement of
state-resolved differential cross sections. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurement of correlated product state and scattering
information is one of the strongest tools for elucidating
chemical reaction mechanisms. Early work used crossed mo-
lecular beam scattering methods,1 which typically provided
general pictures of the product angular distribution with
some state resolution. On the other hand, chemiluminescence
and laser-based techniques have offered complete state reso-
lution but almost always lacked scattering information. A
few high-resolution crossed molecular beam studies have
achieved sufficient speed resolution to determine vibrational
distributions along with differential cross sections. Typical of
this approach are the studies of Neumark et al.2 and later
Faubel et al.,3 who measured the correlated vibrational dis-
tribution and scattering probability in the reaction of
F�H2→HF�H and deuterated analogs. Similar techniques
have been used to measure differential cross sections for the
H�H2→H2�H and isotopically related reactions.4,5 Rydberg
tagging in conjunction with time-of-flight spectroscopy has
provided extremely high resolution and revealed one of the
most complete pictures of this reaction to date.6 Ion imaging
has been used to detect the complete scattering of the H�D2
reaction.7 All of these studies have inferred the product state
distribution from energy conservation, which is the usual
method for such work. An extension of the crossed molecu-
lar beams method that provides exact state resolution in-
volves using lasers to effect state-selective detection in con-
junction with traditional crossed molecular beams. This
state-resolved method has been used with ion imaging to
determine state-resolved differential cross sections for the
inelastic scattering of NO by argon.8 Beams crossing at right
angles9,10 as well as colliding head-on11 have also been used
with Doppler spectroscopy to measure state-resolved differ-
ential cross sections.

Another approach to the problem of measuring state-
resolved differential cross sections involves the use of state-
selective detection of the products of a photoinitiated reac-
tion to measure both state distributions and product velocity
information. This product velocity information can be in-
verted to the state-dependent differential cross section via
center of mass to laboratory transformations. Early work on
this technique was carried out by Kinsey,12 who described an
elegant Fourier transform method for inversion of Doppler
profiles. Extensions of this Doppler technique have been ap-
plied to a number of inelastic scattering problems by various
groups.13–17 This method has perfect state resolution and can
provide high angular resolution for favorable mass combina-
tions. Hall and co-workers18,19 used Monte Carlo simulation
techniques to invert Doppler profiles of the OH product of
the H�O2 reaction to determine state-resolved differential
cross sections. Aoiz et al.20 derived analytical expressions
for the center of mass to laboratory transformation in the
presence of thermal blurring; these expressions include the
effects of angular momentum polarization of the product.
Brouard, Simons, and co-workers have applied this tech-
nique to numerous reactive and inelastic scattering systems,
including O(1D)�N2O,21,22 O(1D)�CH4,23,24 and
OH�Ar/He.25 Casassa, King, and Sauder26,27 used similar
techniques on the O(1D)�H2O reaction. Our group reported
simpler transformations applicable when thermal blurring is
not significant,28 and we applied these methods to the reac-
tion of Cl with vibrationally excited methane29 and to the
H�H2 and isotopically related reactions.30

The experiments of Hall and co-workers,18,19 Aoiz,
Brouard, Simons, and co-workers,20–25 and our experi-
ments28–32 all share the same underlying principle for deter-
mining state-to-state differential cross sections. We recently
termed this technique of studying photoinitiated chemical re-
actions to determine the differential cross section the photo-
loc method.32 This acronym stands for photoinitiated reac-
tion determining the differential cross section by the law of
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cosines �loc�. The method is exemplified by the reaction se-
quence

AX ——→
h�

A�X ,
�1�

A�BC→AB�� ,J ��C .

In the first step, a precursor of the reagent A is photolyzed to
produce translationally excited atoms, preferably with a mo-
noenergetic speed distribution. Because the BC molecules
are stationary with respect to the AX precursor, both having
been coexpanded into the vacuum system, the relative mo-
tion of A and the mass combination of the collision complex
determine the magnitude of the center-of-mass velocity.
These A atoms then collide and react with BC molecules to
form AB molecules. The AB products are then state-
selectively detected. When all other internal energies are
known—the BC reagent molecule contains a known amount
of internal energy and the C product carries a known amount
of internal energy—conservation of energy can be applied to
determine the energy available to translation for this state-
selected product. This kinetic energy release determines the
magnitude of the velocity of the AB product in the center-
of-mass frame. The laboratory velocity of the AB product,
vAB , is determined by the vector addition of the velocity of
the center of mass, u, with that of the velocity of the reaction
product in the center-of-mass frame, uAB , as depicted in Fig.
1�a�. The scattering angle, �, is shown as the angle between
the center-of-mass velocity and the product velocity in the
center-of-mass frame. In this figure, the length of the veloc-
ity of the center of mass and the magnitude of the product
velocity in the center-of-mass frame are both known by the
conservation of energy considerations described above.
Hence, a measurement of the product speed in the laboratory
frame determines the third side of this scattering triangle and
therefore all its angles, including �, the scattering angle. No-
tice that the orientation of this diagram in space is irrelevant;
only the magnitudes of these three velocities, vAB , u, and
uAB , are required to determine the scattering angle. For this
reason, the selection of the initial reagent direction �the basis
of the crossed beams method� is unimportant for measure-
ment of the differential cross section using the photoloc
method. The law of cosines relates the scattering angle to the
product speed through the relation

�AB���CM
2 �uAB

2 �2�CMuAB cos ��1/2. �2�

This one-to-one correspondence of product laboratory speed
to scattering angle is the basis of the photoloc technique.

Almost all methods to measure the speed distribution
measure some laboratory-frame velocity distribution, and
therefore we must also consider the angular anisotropy of the
reaction products. The photolysis results in an anisotropy of
the photoproduct, A , which is described by the formula

f ����
1��photP2�cos ��

4	
, �3�

where P2 is the second Legendre polynomial, � is the angle
of recoil of the photofragment from the linear polarization
vector of the photolysing light, and �phot is an asymmetry

parameter that ranges from �1 to 2 and quantitatively de-
scribes the anisotropy of the angular distribution of the pho-
toproducts. The angle � in Eq. �3� is shown in Fig. 1�b�,
which also shows the laboratory frame axes used in this
analysis. Because the center-of-mass direction is determined
solely by the velocity of A , this asymmetry parameter also
describes the angular anisotropy of the distribution of centers
of mass in space. To the extent that the AB speed lies off this
center-of-mass direction, the anisotropy of the product is
modified. As described previously,28 the reactive angular an-
isotropy is related to the reagent angular anisotropy param-
eter, �phot , by

�eff��photP2�cos 
�, �4�

where 
 is the angle between the vectors vAB and vCM and is
uniquely determined for any scattering angle �, as shown in
Fig. 1�a�. The angular distribution of the product is then
given by substitution of �eff for �phot in Eq. �3�. This whole
discussion is predicated on the assumption of a knowledge of
the energetic constraint that determines the center-of-mass
frame speed of the product, uAB . As shown later in this pa-
per, the measurement of the product angular anisotropy as a
function of laboratory speed can be used to check this as-
sumption and to help determine internal energy deposition
into the unobserved product, C . For the time being, we make
the simplifying assumption of no energetic deposition into

FIG. 1. Panel �a� shows the scattering triangle used by the photoloc method.
The summation of the laboratory-frame vector velocity of the center of
mass, u, with the product velocity in the center-of-mass frame, uAB , to
result in the laboratory-frame velocity of the product, vAB , is depicted. The
scattering angle, �, and the off-axis scattering angle, 
, are also shown.
Panel �b� shows the definition of laboratory-frame axes and angles used in
our experiment. The Z axis is parallel to the flight axis and positive Z points
toward the detector. The X axis is the axis of the horizontally propagating
probe laser, and the Y axis is vertical in the laboratory frame. The thick
double-headed arrow represents the polarization vector of the photolysis
light, �Ph , which is at angle �pol from the flight axis and counterpropagates
the probe laser parallel to the X axis. The spherical coordinate system used
to describe the velocity distribution of the reaction products is cylindrically
symmetric about the polarization vector of the photolysis light and has co-
ordinates of speed � and polar angle �. The arrow pointing to the coordi-
nates ��,�� demonstrates a direction in this space.
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internal energy of the product C . With this assumption, these
equations completely describe the three-dimensional velocity
distribution of the reaction products. This velocity distribu-
tion is given by

f �� ,���
1

2�ABuuAB

1
�

d�

d
�1��effP2�cos ��� , �5�

where (1/�)d�/d is the normalized differential cross sec-
tion. Equation �5� is the main result of our previous publica-
tion, Eq. �10� in Shafer et al.28

In the present paper, we transform this equation into one
describing the speed distribution of the product because our
resolution is fairly constant in speed. An added bonus of
using the speed distribution is that it is a unique result of any
photoloc experiment, even when the unobserved product
consumes some of the excess energy of reaction. This point
is further discussed in Sec. V. Relating the differential cross
section d�/d to the speed distribution d�/d�AB requires a
volume element. Differentiating Eq. �2� with respect to the
solid angle element  results in the volume element required

d�

d
�

d�

2	d�cos ��
�

d�AB

2	d�cos ��

d�

d�AB

�
uuAB

2	�AB

d�

d�AB
. �6�

Inserting this expression into Eq. �5�, we obtain the follow-
ing expression for the product velocity distribution:

f �� ,���
1

�AB
2

1
�

d�

d�AB
�1��effP2�cos ��

4	 � . �7�

Several different methods have been used or proposed
for use to measure this velocity distribution. The most com-
mon is Doppler line shape analysis of reaction products us-
ing laser-induced fluorescence �LIF�. Time-of-flight mass
spectroscopy �TOF-MS� with resonance-enhanced multipho-
ton ionization has also been used in a velocity-sensitive
mode to provide one-dimensional projections of the velocity
distribution, which are formally equivalent to Doppler
profiles.33–40 In principle, both of these one-dimensional pro-
jection techniques provide sufficient information to deter-
mine uniquely the scattering distribution for monoenergetic
reagents when no energy is deposited into the unobserved
product. In actuality, speed resolution and signal-to-noise
make this determination more ambiguous. Measuring the ve-
locity distribution more directly provides a method to mea-
sure the scattering behavior with less complex analysis and
less ambiguity. Shafer et al.30 proposed the use of multidi-
mensional Doppler spectroscopy to measure the velocity dis-
tribution directly. In this method, multiple lasers provide
Doppler resolution along orthogonal axes to measure two-
dimensional projections of the three-dimensional velocity
distribution. Clearly, ion imaging could be used to measure
two- or three-dimensional projections of the velocity distri-
bution, as has been done for photodissociation
experiments.41,42 The more advanced methods of multidi-
mensional Doppler spectroscopy and ion imaging attempt to
measure velocity projections along multiple axes, as is the
basis of the method presented here.

Core extraction measures the speed distribution directly
by slicing the core from the velocity distribution to observe
the radial layers on a linear scale. The term core extraction is
used in analogy with the coring of an apple, in which spheri-
cal shells are observed as a linear record in the core.43 Core
extraction is an extension of the methods we have used pre-
viously to measure one-dimensional projections of the veloc-
ity distribution with a TOF-MS. In this method, a mask is
placed in front of the detector to allow only ions with no
speed component perpendicular to the TOF axis to hit the
detector and result in signal. This technique converts a one-
dimensional projection of the velocity distribution into the
three-dimensional projection of the velocity distribution in
which both perpendicular velocities are nearly zero. Ogorza-
lek Loo et al.34 as well as Hwang and El-Sayed40 used this
concept with pulsed field extraction to determine kinetic en-
ergy releases in photodissociation experiments. Core extrac-
tion is formally equivalent to velocity-aligned Doppler spec-
troscopy �VADS�44,45 in the case of photodissociation. VADS
uses flyout induced by delayed detection with Doppler ve-
locity resolution to effect selective detection of photofrag-
ments that have no, or only small, velocity components di-
rected away from the detection axis. Modeling of the flyout
of reaction products could be based on the core-extraction
formalism in order to adapt VADS to be a probe of bimo-
lecular chemical reactions.

The simple example of a monoenergetic speed distribu-
tion with no anisotropy and single speed, �mono , is helpful in
understanding the principle of core extraction. Figure 2�a�
shows the density of a monoenergetic speed distribution with
no anisotropy, that is, the product density in velocity space is
uniformly spread on a spherical shell. The one-dimensional
projection would be zero outside �mono and constant at pro-
jected speeds inside the range ��mono����mono . With core
extraction, products with significant speed directed away
from the TOF axis are clipped by the mask so that only
products within the cylinder of Fig. 2�b� are detected. Core
extraction results in an ideal signal represented by two delta

FIG. 2. Core extraction demonstrated schematically for a monoenergetic
speed distribution with no spatial anisotropy. Panel �a� shows the detected
ion distribution with no core extraction and the resulting signal below. Panel
�b� shows the result with core extraction, where the cylinder slicing through
the ion distribution represents the region of velocity space selected by the
core extraction mask. The resulting signal is shown below the detected
velocity distribution.
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functions centered at projected speeds ����mono . This
change in form of the signal greatly aids in data analysis for
reactive systems because without core extraction the faster
products with speed projection directed off the TOF axis
yield signals at the same projected speeds as slower, on-axis
products. This overlap causes the fitting to be interdependent.
Because products with off-axis speed components are not
detected in core extraction, this method removes this source
of confusion.

This advantage of core extraction is best exemplified
when the scattering results in a number of laboratory speeds.
Figure 3 demonstrates this simplification in form of the sig-
nal for a hypothetical example in which the speed distribu-
tion consists of two speeds, the faster speed with a perpen-
dicular anisotropy ����0.5� and the slower speed with no
anisotropy ���0�. The signals are calculated for the photo-
dissociation laser polarization either parallel to the detection
axis or perpendicular to the axis so that the angular anisot-
ropy of the product can be observed. Panel �a� of this figure
shows a simulation of the parallel �solid line� and perpen-
dicular �dotted line� signals as would be recorded without
core extraction. Panel �b� shows the calculated result using

core extraction. Again, the solid line represents the simula-
tion of the parallel signal and the dotted line the simulated
perpendicular signal. Although the signals in both panels
contain the same information, the core-extracted form dem-
onstrates much more clearly that the speed distribution is
double valued. The more advantageous aspect of the core-
extracted form is visible in the polarization dependence of
the signal. With core extraction, the inner channel �slower
product� shows no change upon polarization switching,
clearly demonstrating that it has no angular anisotropy,
whereas the outer channel shows more signal in the perpen-
dicular than parallel detection geometry. For the noncore-
extracted signal, we can see that the outer �faster� channel
changes form upon polarization switching and must have a
negative anisotropy, but the polarization of the inner channel
is affected by overlap with the faster channel. This overlap
requires deconvolution that complicates the analysis and
couples the uncertainty of polarization effects with the un-
certainty in the speed distribution. The one-to-one mapping
of the speed distribution onto signal in the case of core ex-
traction allows more exact measurement of intensity and an-
isotropy by decoupling their effects and is a primary advan-
tage of core extraction.

An experimental advantage of this selective-detection
method is that only ions near the flight axis are measured,
which minimizes signal distortions caused by field inhomo-
geneity within the mass spectrometer. For noncore-extracted
signals, all ions must result in signal independent of their
transverse velocity. This independence is required to measure
an undistorted one-dimensional projection. Because the de-
tector has a limited size transverse to the flight axis, it forces
a limit on the size of the ion packet at the detector. The total
time of flight of the ions determines both the resolution of
the velocity measurement and the transverse broadening of
the ion packet at the detector. Thus the requirement that all
ions collide with the detector limits the experimental resolu-
tion. Because core extraction is based on the concept of re-
jecting some ions, this resolution limit is removed.

Core extraction also detects only products moving par-
allel to the flight axis, which increases the sensitivity of this
technique to vector correlations between the relative veloci-
ties and angular momenta.46 These correlations provide a
more detailed picture of geometries responsible for reaction
and geometries involved in the breakup of the transition
state. Shafer-Ray et al.32 recently reported alignment-
dependent formulas for these polarization effects and we are
currently analyzing our data with this formalism. Experimen-
tally, many factors can be used to reduce or enhance these
polarization effects. This paper is meant to address the tech-
nique of core extraction and leaves the additional complica-
tion of the analysis of product rotational alignment for a
future publication.47 For this reason, we have attempted to
reduce product rotational-alignment effects by using
weighted summation of signals in various probe polariza-
tions to cancel approximately product rotational polarization
effects. The broken cylindrical symmetry of our experiment
means that no true polarization-independent spectra exist,
but our combination removes the bulk of the effects. Note
that without the correct co-addition of polarization-

FIG. 3. Calculation of the polarization dependence of noncore-extracted and
core-extracted signals for a hypothetical example. In this case, the speed
distribution contains two channels. The faster channel has a perpendicular
anisotropy, ���0.5, while the slower product has no spatial anisotropy
��0. Signals are shown in two polarization geometries, the solid lines show
the result for the photodissociation laser polarization parallel to the detection
axis ��Ph ,�Z�, and the dotted lines represent the result with the photodisso-
ciation laser polarization at 90° to the detection axis ��Ph ,�Z�. Signals are
offset vertically for clarity. Panel �a� shows the simulation of a Doppler
profile �or noncore-extracted time profile�, and panel �b� shows the analo-
gous core-extracted time profiles. A Gaussian width is convoluted with the
signal to simulate instrument response.
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dependent spectra, the analysis presented here is strictly cor-
rect for unaligned products of reactions of unpolarized re-
agents. This approximation must be recognized; that is, this
treatment cannot be applied blindly to the measurement of
differential cross sections without considering polarization
effects.

This paper describes the method of core extraction by
means of an example, the determination of the state-to-state
differential cross section of the reaction Cl�CH4��3�1�
→HCl���1, J�1��CH3. Following this demonstration of
the method, we describe design considerations to aid other
experimentalists in using the core-extraction method. The
performance of the core-extraction spectrometer has been
checked to demonstrate its behavior and determine the op-
erational parameters used in determination of the differential
cross section.

II. CORE-EXTRACTED TIME PROFILE ANALYSIS

The mass spectrometer is used both as a mass-sensitive
detector and as a velocity-sensitive detector by exploiting the
initial speed sensitivity of a linear TOF-MS.35–40 A simple
example demonstrating the speed dependence of a TOF-MS
is helpful in understanding this effect. Because the ionization
process does not impart significant momentum to the ion, the
photoion has the same initial velocity as the neutral species
of interest. Consider three ions of the same mass, one that is
motionless at the time of ionization, another that moves with
velocity component ��Z� toward the detector, and a third that
moves with velocity component ���Z� away from the detec-
tor. We define �Z to be the signed component of v along the
Z axis, which is taken to be parallel to the flight axis and
pointing toward the detector �see Fig. 1�b��. We define t0 to
be the time of flight of the motionless ion in our Wiley–
McLaren TOF-MS.48 The ion moving away from the detec-
tor will be stopped by the extraction field at time ��Z�/a ,
where a�qE/m is the acceleration, q is the charge on the
ion, E is the extraction electric field, and m is the mass of the
ion. This ion will require a small distance to stop, slightly
displacing its position from the point of ionization. Because
we use our mass spectrometer at space-focusing conditions,
this shift in position does not affect the subsequent time of
flight, and the total flight time for this ion is that for the
motionless ion plus the stopping time, t0���Z�/a . Of course,
the ion traveling initially toward the detector arrives the ear-
liest. It behaves as if it were stopped before the ionization
time by an amount ��Z�/a and was accelerated by the field to
reach the velocity ��Z� at the time that ionization occurs.
Hence, its arrival time is t0���Z�/a . When we retain the sign
of this velocity component, we arrive at the expression for
the total time of flight, tarrival

tarrival�t0��Z /a�t0�ts �8�

for the ions moving toward and those moving away from the
detector. In this equation, ts is the time shift as defined by
ts���Z/a . Because the time shift contains all the velocity
information, we plot our time profiles versus the time shift
from a zero-velocity ion signal at the same mass. Using our
mass spectrometer in this mode, we measure the velocity

component along the flight axis from the time profile of the
ion signal. This profile is then converted into velocity simply
by using the known acceleration field.

The idealized core-extraction experiment is analyzed
straightforwardly. Perfect core extraction results in a signal
that consists of delta functions at time shifts that correspond
to plus and minus the speed of the reaction product. There-
fore, we obtain a one-to-one correspondence between signal
in the time profile and product speed �Eq. �8�� in addition to
the one-to-one correspondence between product speed and
scattering angle �Eq. �2��. Hence, we can analytically invert
the time profile to a scattering distribution. In a real core-
extraction experiment, ions with some width in velocity
transverse to the flight axis are accepted, making the result-
ing time profiles broaden and start to overlap, which blurs
the one-to-one correspondence between time shift and total
speed. Real core extraction is more complex to analyze than
ideal core extraction, but it is still simpler than no core ex-
traction, which entails complete overlap of the slower speed
signals by faster speed signals. To account for these signal
overlaps and instrumental resolution, we fit the data to a
linear combination of single-speed signal functions that cov-
ers the range of possible speeds for the reaction product. The
coefficient of each basis function in the fit then represents the
total signal at the modeled speed. This speed distribution can
then be converted to a state-to-state differential cross section
by the application of Eq. �6�.

We call this set of single-speed signal functions the basis
set or the basis vectors for the fit. As described in Sec. IV, N
basis vectors are generated that are spaced equally in labo-
ratory speed spanning the maximum speed range from the
reaction. The number of basis functions used depends on the
experimental resolution, and in the example of this paper, we
have used 11 vectors. These vectors are chosen to be evenly
spaced in laboratory speed because the experimental resolu-
tion is fairly constant in speed. Note that the nonlinearity of
the conversion from speed to scattering angle implies that the
angular resolution varies with scattering angle.

The basis is mathematically expressed by expanding the
speed distribution in a set of monoenergetic speed functions

1
�

d�

d�AB
��

i�1

N

ci���AB�� i�, �9�

where � i �i�1 to 11 is the index for these evenly spaced
speeds� is the velocity of the basis vector. Of course this
expansion is mathematically incomplete unless N goes to
infinity, but because of limited experimental velocity resolu-
tion, there is a finite N at which this basis effectively spans
the set of observable signals. Addition of more basis vectors
simply overdetermines the problem after that point. Insertion
of this form into Eq. �7� results in the following expression
for the velocity distribution

f �� ,����
i�1

N

ci
���AB�� i�

�AB
2 �1�� iP2�cos ��

4	 � , �10�

where the anisotropy � t is determined by Eq. �4� for each
speed � i . Each basis vector should then correspond to the
following three-dimensional velocity distribution:
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Bi�� ,���
���AB�� i�

�AB
2 �1�� iP2�cos ��

4	 � . �11�

The transmission of this three-dimensional velocity distribu-
tion in a given photodissociation-polarization geometry
through the core-extraction spectrometer is then calculated as
described in Sec. IV. Briefly, the core-extracted signal results
from conversion of Eq. �11� to Cartesian coordinates fol-
lowed by integration over the off-flight-axis projections with
a calculated transmission function describing the probability
to detect an ion as a function of its off-flight-axis projection.
The result is a signal versus on-axis speed projection, which
is then converted to flight-time shift by the simple linear
relationship between speed projection �Z and time shift ts
�Eq. �8��. Thereby, the basis vectors Bi(ts) represent the sig-
nal as a function of time shift for this monoenergetic speed
distribution. The basis is shown in Fig. 4. Because the polar-
ization geometry in which the photolysis laser is perpendicu-
lar to the flight axis contains more information for the deter-
mination of the product speed distribution �owing to the
perpendicular photodissociation of Cl2 and kinematics of the
reaction�, the basis presented is for that geometry alone. The
11 basis functions are displayed versus the time shift, and the
speeds of the basis vectors are marked on the plot.

The core-extracted time-of-flight signal is then given by
Eq. �10� with this core extracted basis

f � ts���
i�1

N

ciBi� ts�. �12�

After fitting the data to this form, the speed distribution is
then given by the coefficients ci substituted into Eq. �9�. This
linear combination can be solved by a number of methods,
including least-squares fitting, singular value decomposition
�SVD�, or maximum-entropy fitting.49 Because the basis set
generated by core extraction is not an orthogonal set, the

values of the fit coefficients are interrelated. This covariance
makes a simple least-squares fit undesirable because the fit
coefficients tend to oscillate to fit small noise features in the
data. For this reason, we have pursued other approaches. In
the past, we have used SVD fitting,29 which creates linear
combinations of the nonorthogonal basis that are orthogonal
and therefore have no covariance problem. While this results
in a good fit to the experimental time profiles, the calculated
speed distributions sometimes predict negative populations
at some speeds. To eliminate such nonphysical behavior in
our models, we have chosen the maximum-entropy fitting
approach described by Kim et al.19 to fit the data. In this
method, we use a simulated-annealing49 least-squares fitting
procedure to minimize the least-square deviation
��2���y�fit�2� while maximizing the statistical entropy of
the fit coefficients �S��� ci ln ci�. To perform this fit, we
replace the usual �2 figure of merit by the expression
merit��2�
S , where 
 is a user-selected weight. This
weighting parameter is varied to achieve a smooth fit without
significantly increasing the least-squares deviation of the fit
��2�. This method allows for inclusion of the physical con-
straint of a positive speed distribution and produces a smooth
fit when the data do not warrant spikes. The maximum-
entropy procedure, however, does not allow for estimates of
the error; consequently, we determine error bounds by taking
the statistical error for deviations between data sets.

Core-extracted time profiles were recorded using the
procedures described in the companion paper. One such time
profile is included here as an example of our data-analysis
technique. Figure 5 shows core-extracted data and the fit for
the HCl���1, J�1� product of the reaction of
Cl�CH4��3�1� at 0.159 eV collision energy. Figure 6 shows
the speed distribution that is the result of this fit. The reason
for first determining this speed distribution and then convert-
ing it to a scattering distribution is that the speed distribution
is a direct experimental result that makes no assumptions of
energy deposition in unobserved products. In a later section,
this assumption is discussed, but for the time being we stay

FIG. 4. The 11 core-extracted basis vectors for the reaction of atomic chlo-
rine with vibrationally excited methane to give HCl���1, J�1� at an ex-
traction field of 69 V/cm. The basis is generated for the polarization geom-
etry in which the photodissociation laser is perpendicular to the flight axis.
The axes are time-of-flight shift, velocity of the basis vector �and corre-
sponding scattering�, and signal intensity along the vertical axis. Note the
independence of the basis vectors as a result of core extraction and the
increased sensitivity to the slow speeds inherent in core extraction.

FIG. 5. Core-extracted reactive signal for HCl���1, J�1� from the reaction
of atomic chlorine with vibrationally excited methane. See the companion
paper for a description of the method used to measure this signal. The solid
line represents the result of maximum-entropy fitting of the signal and the
dots are the data points.
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with our assumption of full kinetic release in converting the
speed distribution to the differential cross section. We need
to apply the volume element correction from Eq. �6� to make
this transformation. Figure 7 shows the result. This example
illustrates the method of core extraction and demonstrates
the simplicity of our methods for data analysis. In Sec. III,
we describe experimental considerations to aid others wish-
ing to use core extraction. In Sec. IV, we describe our meth-
ods for generation of the basis set and our checks of this
basis set to demonstrate that the operation of our mass spec-
trometer does follow the predictions of our model. These
basis set checks are important because they largely eliminate
questions of systematic error in the basis set and thus prevent
possible errors from propagating into error in the differential
cross section.

III. DESIGN PARAMETERS FOR A CORE-EXTRACTION
SPECTROMETER

When using core extraction, particularly when investi-
gating low-signal systems such as chemical reactions, con-
sider the trade-off between need for signal and effective core
extraction. This trade-off can be balanced in two ways: �1�
the voltages used in the mass spectrometer can be changed,
effectively changing the degree of core extraction by chang-
ing the size of the ion image at the core extractor; and �2� the
size of the core extractor can be varied. In our setup, the size
of the extractor is fixed, and only the voltages can be
changed. The signal into a unit of time scales roughly as E2,
where E is the extraction electric field. Increasing the extrac-
tion field by a factor of two will increase the signal by a
factor of 4. For this reason, we have used a variety of voltage
conditions in our experiments depending on the strength of
the signal. With our fixed-size core extractor, both of these
effects are inherently coupled by the Wiley–McLaren space-
focusing relationship. A system that allows variation of the
size of the core extractor could decouple these effects. To use
the simple relationship between time-of-flight shift and prod-
uct velocity, Eq. �8�, a linear time-of-flight mass spectrom-
eter must be used at Wiley–McLaren space-focusing
conditions.48 Of course, other voltage conditions could be
used, but a more complex relationship would be necessary to
invert the measured time profile to a speed distribution.

The most important part of the design of a core extrac-
tion mass spectrometer is that which maintains a separation
of the transverse speed components from the longitudinal
components. The separation of speed components is
achieved by ensuring that all fields are homogeneous and
point parallel to the flight axis. Failure to maintain separation
between field components causes the off-axis speed compo-
nents to mix into the longitudinal speed component, chang-
ing the time of flight. Also, any field mixing acts as a lens
that reshapes the expanding ion cloud such that an ion’s spa-
tial displacement from the ion cloud center no longer indi-
cates the ion’s transverse speed component. Field homoge-
neity was achieved through the use of oversized extraction
electrodes along with field shimming electrodes, as described
in the companion paper. Alignment of the ion optics by ret-
roreflecting a He–Ne laser off a mirror temporarily placed on
each of the optics allowed all electrodes to be made perpen-
dicular to the flight axis, therefore creating parallel electric
fields. The field homogeneity and Wiley–McLaren space-
focusing condition can be optimized by measuring the time-
of-flight shift of a laser-ionized peak from an initially mo-
tionless sample as the probe laser beam is translated within
the extraction region. A well-optimized spectrometer operat-
ing at space-focusing conditions should show a trivially
small dependence of the time of flight on the probe laser
beam position. We also used pulsed steering, as described in
the accompanying paper, to steer the ions without fringe field
lensing. With these precautions, we found that the simple
model for the core-extraction process described in Sec. IV
was able to accurately predict experimentally observed time
profiles from monoenergetic speed distributions.

FIG. 6. The extracted speed distribution from the fit of the signal shown in
Fig. 5. This figure presents the speed distribution as determined by
maximum-entropy fitting of core-extracted signal and has no error estimates
because it represents the best fit for that single data set.

FIG. 7. The extracted state-to-state differential cross section for
Cl�CH4��3�1�→HCl���1, J�1��CH3 . Again, no error estimates are
shown because the result represents the best fit for the single data set shown
in Fig. 5. This figure assumes no internal excitation of the methyl radical in
order to convert the speed distribution to a scattering distribution.
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IV. BASIS SET GENERATION

Modeling of ion transmissions for monoenergetic prod-
uct speed distributions through the core-extraction mass
spectrometer results in the basis set for the fitting procedure.
The expansion of the ion cloud is caused solely by its initial
velocity distribution in the dimensions perpendicular to the
flight axis. We define the initial velocity distribution to be
measured in a Cartesian basis as f (�X ,�Y ,�Z). Our choice of
coordinates takes positive Z to be pointing toward the detec-
tor along the flight axis, X to be the probe laser beam propa-
gation direction �horizontal in the laboratory�, and Y to be
the vertical axis. In the limit of perfect core extraction, only
ions with �X��Y�0 will be detected, and the resulting time
profile will be f (0,0,�Z). Of course, perfect core extraction
eliminates most ions, and a trade-off exists between effective
core extraction and signal. As the core extractor is made
larger, ions with some width of velocities along X and Y will
also hit the detector. Therefore, the core-extracted signal is
calculated as the product of the detection probability along
�X and �Y times the signal at that �X , �Y , and �Z . The basis
vectors are the result of modeling core extraction for the
three-dimensional velocity distribution described by Eq.
�11�. We rotate this distribution from the frame of the polar-
ization vector to that of the flight axis, then transform it into
Cartesian coordinates to generate f (�X ,�Y ,�Z ;� i ,� i ,�pol�,
where �pol is the angle of rotation between the photolysis
frame and the flight axis �see Fig. 1�b��. This function is a
Cartesian three-dimensional velocity distribution in which
the variables of the function are listed before the semicolon,
and the parameters are listed after the semicolon. In the dis-
cussion below, we model the transmission of this velocity
distribution through our apparatus.

We begin with the assumption that all ions form on a line
along the X axis �the probe laser axis�. These ions then fly
through the slit to the core extractor in a time that is calcu-
lated in Sec. II, t0�ts . The vertical position of an ion packet
at the core extractor is then �Y(t0�ts). The reaction and
detection chambers are separated by a defining slit designed
to cut a small packet of ions from the long line of ions
formed along the Rayleigh range of the focused ionization
laser. This ion packet clipping was necessary to define an
initial X position for the ions so the core extractor can spa-
tially reject ions with �X�0. From an initial X position in
the slit, Xi , we calculate the horizontal offset of the ion
packet at the core extractor as Xi��Xtsce , where tsce is the
time from the slit to the core extractor. Note that in our
technique, all the separation caused by the initial velocity
occurs in the source region; therefore, the time from the slit
to the core extractor is not dependent on the initial longitu-
dinal velocity, and the horizontal offset after the slit is �Xtsce .
We can then calculate the radial offset of an ion packet from
the center of the core extractor �(�X ,�Y ,Xi) based on the
vector summation of these X and Y offsets.

The transmission function of the core extractor T(�)
represents the probability that an ion goes through the circu-
lar core extractor and results in signal as a function of �, the
radial offset of the ion from the center of the core extractor.
Calculation of T(�) is described later. Because our probe
laser has some Doppler resolution, we do not ionize the

whole velocity distribution uniformly but instead have a
probability D(�X) to ionize a product with �X velocity pro-
jection along the probe laser direction. In our case, power
broadening makes this detection function a Lorentzian with a
FWHM of approximately 3000 m/s. Hence, the core-
extracted signal is the integral over all �Y and �X , and slit
position Xi , of the radial transmission times the Doppler
selection times the intensity at that �X ,�Y ,�Z . This intensity
as a function of �Z is converted to a time shift by the relation
ts���Z/a . This signal represents the core extracted signal
in the absence of any instrumental resolution blurring.

Instrumental resolution has two effects on the core-
extracted signal. First, blurring of velocities along the flight
axis adds some temporal width to the observed time profile.
Second, blurring of velocities transverse to the axis degrades
the core extraction. These blurrings can come from a number
of sources including residual thermal motion in our jet-
cooled sample, the spread of ionization times caused by the
laser pulse width, elastic collisions of the ions, inhomogene-
ity of fields, and imperfections in instrument alignment. We
approach this problem by adding longitudinal and transverse
instrumental resolution to our calculation and varying the
resolution parameters to fit a wide range of experimental
monoenergetic speed distributions. Studies in which the ion
yield was varied showed no discernable effects from Cou-
lomb repulsion of the ions. Hence, we believe that Coulomb
repulsion was an insignificant source of blurring.

Time-delay studies showed that after we made a small
correction for flyout of the faster reaction products from the
probe volume, the reactive time profile was independent of
reaction time. Therefore, translational relaxation of the prod-
uct before ionization was also not the cause of the blurring.
The flyout correction was made by approximating the den-
sity of chlorine atoms as Gaussian at the size of our photoly-
sis beam at the time of the photolysis and integrating the rate
equation for the density of products as a function of velocity
component along the flight axis over the reaction time. This
treatment resulted in a detection probability that depends on
the velocity of the product and the time of reaction. This
correction was applied to the experimental data by dividing
the core-extracted signal by the calculated detection prob-
ability to generate flyout-free time profiles. The correction
was maximally 30% across the range of possible speeds from
the reaction of Cl�CH4��3�1�.

Transverse blurring is included by calculating the over-
lap of a spatially blurred ion packet with the core extractor as
a function of the distance between the center of the ion
packet and the core extractor. This calculation results in the
transmission function T(�) mentioned above. We have used
the arbitrary form for the blurring, I(r)�exp(�r/w), where
r is the radial distance from the center of the packet,
w�FWHM/2�ln 2�, and FWHM is a variable parameter. The
full width varied with extraction voltage. The parameters
used to model the data are shown in Table I. Longitudinal
blurring is included by convolution of the modeled signal
with an instrument function that consists of a Gaussian func-
tion followed in time by two smaller Gaussian rings �6% and
4% of the original signal at 18 and 36 ns delay� of the same
width that was included to model the electronic ringing of
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our detection system. The reactive data show clearly that
more blurring occurs than for Cl atom profiles. We believe
the origin of this effect is deviation from the assumption of
zero temperature of the target gas. Because our target gas is
much lighter than Cl2 , we would expect to see this effect
only when observing reactive signal and not when recording
time profiles of Cl atoms. We have included this blurring
contribution in our fits by increasing the longitudinal blur-
ring to 13 ns for reactive time profiles at 69 V/cm. Decon-
voluting this width from the 9 ns instrumental function, we
find approximately 150 m/s FWHM of blurring. If we as-
sume that this blurring is caused by the thermal motion of the
methane molecules, we can derive an equivalent temperature
of approximately 15 K.

We note that the core-extracted basis is biased toward
backscattered product because the slower signals are less ef-
fectively rejected by the core extractor. Experimentally, the
backscattered product also has a large sensitivity to steering
error of the ions. This steering error could result from the
experimental error whereby the ion image is incorrectly cen-
tered on the core extractor. The error makes a larger change
for the slower speed products because they are being less
effectively rejected by the core extractor and therefore have a
greater sensitivity to the nature of the process of core extrac-
tion. In our experiments, we set the steering by maximizing
signal on a zero-velocity sample of HCl contaminant. This
procedure should center the ion image on the core extractor,
but we are still subject to a greater possibility of systematic
error in this part of the speed distribution. We attempted to
include this error in our statistical error bounds by carrying
out the experiment on multiple days with possibly different
steering conditions and comparing our results. Despite this
difficulty in experimental optimization, we have found that
careful application of the core extraction method results in
reliable measurements of the speed distribution for the pur-
pose of state-to-state differential cross section measurements.

The core-extraction technique differs from Doppler pro-
file measurements because our technique is sensitive only to
products with little or no off-axis components of their veloc-
ity along the flight axis. To compare core extraction to the

Doppler profile method, we show in Fig. 8 the basis set that
would result without core extraction, which assumes all ions
are detected uniformly independent of their transverse veloc-
ity. This calculation results in a one-dimensional projection
of the three-dimensional velocity distribution, which is for-
mally equivalent to a Doppler profile. As can be clearly seen
in Fig. 8, the functions overlap, so the backscattered signals
overlap signal at the same time-of-flight shift by faster,
forward-scattered products. The core-extracted basis shown
in Fig. 4 reduces this problem by decreasing the signal over-
lap. Core extraction also removes the limitation that the de-
tector is sufficiently large to capture all ions independent of
their transverse velocity.

Instrumental basis functions generated by the method
described above were fit to a number of monoenergetic speed
distributions. The shape of the time profiles, the ratio of sig-
nals as a function of angle of the photolysis polarization
from the flight axis, and the ratio of core-extracted to
noncore-extracted signals were all effectively fit by the pro-
cedure described above. The speeds and anisotropies for
photolysis of Cl2 as a function of wavelength are well
known50,51 and are summarized in Table II.

Figure 9�a� shows the core-extracted time profile of
ground-state Cl 2P3/2 atoms from 355 nm photolysis of Cl2
with the photolysis laser both approximately parallel �8°� to
and perpendicular �98°� to the flight axis.52 The modeling

TABLE I. Operating conditions and experimental resolution used in mod-
eling Cl atom signals.

Extraction field
�V/cm�

Longitudinal
blurring �ns�a

Transverse
blurring �mm�b Relative signalc

Resolution
�m/s�d

69 9 2 �1 170
113 8 1.5 2.7 250
169 7 1 6.1 320

aFull width at half maximum of the Gaussian function describing the instru-
ment time response function.

bFull width at half maximum of the ion packet transverse blurring as de-
scribed in text.

cSignal relative to 69 V/cm extraction field using the approximate scaling
described in the text. Note that this is an upper bound for the signal in-
crease, and the actual relative signal increase will be smaller because of the
fact that core extraction goes over to integral ion collection as the field is
increased.

dResolution as defined by the equivalent speed of the full width at half
maximum of the instrumental function.

FIG. 8. The noncore-extracted basis for the reaction of
Cl�CH4��3�1�→HCl���1, J�1��CH3 . The axes are the same as in Fig.
4. Note how the basis has complete overlap of slow basis functions by faster,
more forward scattered, basis vectors.

TABLE II. Photolysis parameters of Cl2 �Refs. 50,51�.

Detected atom Photolysis wavelength Speeda Anisotropy

Cl 2P3/2 355 nm 1677 m/s �1
Cl 2P1/2 355 nm 1577 m/s �2
Cl 2P1/2 416 nm 1039 m/s �2

aFor mass 35Cl atom. The reported speed is the average speed taking into
account the possibility of photolysis of both 35Cl2 �75%� and 35Cl37Cl
�25%�, which differ in speed by a few percent.
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replicates the features of the signal and the absolute ratio of
nearly parallel to nearly perpendicular signal for this photo-
dissociation. This fit also demonstrates our method’s sensi-
tivity to the angular anisotropy of the products in space. Fig-
ure 9�b� shows the same plot, but for spin–orbit-excited Cl
2P1/2 atoms at 355 nm. Because the anisotropy is at the other
extreme from the ground-state Cl 2P3/2 atoms, we see that
the nearly parallel �8°� signal is larger.

To verify that our modeling works for a range of veloci-
ties, we performed experiments at a lower photolysis energy
to generate slower spin–orbit-excited Cl 2P1/2 atoms. These
Cl 2P1/2 atoms are moving slower than the center of mass of
the reactive system, while ground-state Cl 2P3/2 atoms at
355 nm move faster than the fastest possible HCl���1,
J�1� product. Figure 10�a� shows time profiles for spin–
orbit-excited Cl 2P1/2 atoms at a lower voltage condition
�higher resolution� than Fig. 9 with both core-extracted sig-
nal and noncore-extracted signal and with the photodissocia-
tion laser parallel to the flight axis. The noncore-extracted

signal is modeled by taking the size of the core extractor to
be that of the microchannel plates. The shape of the core-
extracted signal and the fraction of detected ions are repre-
sented well by the modeling. This same test is repeated in
panel �b� for the case in which the photolysis polarization is
perpendicular to the flight axis. Again, agreement is good.

One last check on the validity of the modeling is per-
formed by measuring the ratio of core-extracted to integral
signal for a nominally motionless sample of HCl. Here, jet-
cooled HCl is ionized, and the core-extraction ratio is mea-
sured. Typically, at an extraction field of 69 V/cm, we obtain
experimentally 0.6�0.1, whereas our model gives 0.65.

V. ESTIMATION OF INTERNAL ENERGY RELEASE

Figure 11�a� shows the kinematics and energetics of the
reaction of Cl�CH4��3�1�→HCl���1, J�1��CH3. Panel
�a� represents a velocity–space Newton diagram adapted for
use in a photoinitiated reaction. The vertex on the left side

FIG. 9. Polarization-dependent time profiles of 35Cl atoms from the photo-
dissociation of Cl2 at 355 nm with core extraction at an extraction field of
113 V/cm. Panel �a� depicts the ground state Cl 2P3/2 atoms; the solid line
and filled dots are the fit and signal, respectively, for polarization of the
photolysis parallel �8°� to the flight axis. The dashed line and open symbols
are fit and signal, respectively, with the photolysis polarization perpendicu-
lar �98°� to the flight axis. The experimental data are recorded using the
photoelastic modulator to flip the polarization of the photolysis beam on
every other shot, and their relative intensities represents that caused by the
anisotropy of the photodissociation. Similarly, the relative intensities of the
fit are taken from the model and are not independently normalized. Panel �b�
shows the result for spin–orbit-excited Cl 2P1/2 atoms from the photodisso-
ciation of Cl2 at 355 nm. Experimental conditions and labeling of curves are
as in panel �a�. Note that the polarization of the spin–orbit-excited Cl
2P1/2 atoms is opposite to that of the Cl atoms at the same wavelength, as
readily observed by the increase in parallel signal over perpendicular signal.

FIG. 10. The effect of core extraction on the time profiles of spin–orbit-
excited 35Cl 2P1/2 atoms from the photodissociation of Cl2 at 416 nm with
core extraction at an extraction field of 69 V/cm. Panel �a� shows the result
with the polarization of the photodissociation parallel to the flight axis. The
dashed line and open symbols are the fit and signal, respectively, for signal
with no core extraction. The solid line and filled dots are fit and signal with
core extraction. The experimental data were taken in successive scans and
are absolutely scaled. Therefore, the relative intensities represent those
caused by the rejection of the core extractor. Similarly, the relative intensi-
ties of the fit are taken from the model and are not independently normal-
ized. Note that the voltage conditions are different from that of Fig. 9, and
these slower Cl 2P1/2 atoms coincidentally have a similar time splitting
between peaks. Panel �b� show the result when the polarization of the pho-
todissociation is perpendicular to the flight axis. Experimental conditions
and labeling of curves are as in panel �a�. Note that even though the core
extractor rejects nearly all the ions in this geometry, the model still is able to
reproduce the core-extraction ratio and shape of the signal.
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represents the origin of speed in the laboratory, that is, the
laboratory zero of speed. Directly to the right from this point,
we see the speed of the center of mass of the system �at 1150
m/s�. Based on the amount of internal energy carried by the
unobserved product, the methyl radical in this case, we cal-
culate the speed of the HCl���1, J�1� product associated
with this internal excitation in the center-of-mass frame. This
speed constrains this product to a Newton circle about the
center of mass. The diagram shows two such Newton circles,
one for no methyl excitation, and one for one quantum of �2
umbrella mode excitation. The vector summation of product
velocity in the center-of-mass frame with the center-of-mass
velocity gives the laboratory velocity of the product. In the
photoloc method, the magnitude of the product velocity is
what is primarily measured. In Fig. 11�a�, the product speed
is represented by the arcs concentric on the laboratory origin
labeled with laboratory speed. The disadvantage of using
photoloc for measurement of the differential cross section in
polyatomic reactions is that some ambiguity arises as to the
internal energy deposited into the unobserved product. For
example, at 1000 m/s, both the CH3 �2�0 and �2�1 Newton
circles intercept that laboratory speed arc. Therefore, signal

observed at 1000 m/s in the laboratory could either be back-
scattered HCl with CH3��2�1� or side-scattered HCl with
CH3��2�0�.

If the angular distribution of reagent Cl atoms in space
were isotropic, there would be no way to know which of
these cases had occurred. The off-axis component of the
scattering is different for these two examples, however, and
this off-axis nature modifies the anisotropy of the HCl prod-
uct in space. This condition is mathematically expressed by
the relation between 
 and �eff expressed in Eq. �4�. In Fig.
11�a�, the angle 
 corresponds to the angle between a HCl
product direction and the horizontal line. Because the physi-
cally observable quantity in a photoinitiated reaction is the
product anisotropy, �eff , lines of constant �eff are used as the
angular coordinates of this figure. Returning to our 1000 m/s
example, we see that the figure predicts an anisotropy of
�eff��1 for HCl associated with umbrella excited methyl
and �eff��0.85 for HCl associated with ground state me-
thyl. Therefore, we can in principle determine properties of
the unobserved internal energy deposition by observing the
anisotropy of the product. Unfortunately, the anisotropy is
the average of all products at the same laboratory speed. This
averaging means that only the average off-axis nature is ob-
served, which is invertable to a mean energy deposition and
has no possibility to determine the form of the distribution.
This disadvantage is inherent in the method of differential
cross section measurement via a photoinitiated reaction and
requires a more complex experiment to resolve the ambigu-
ity. Additionally, in this case, the anisotropy varies maxi-
mally by about 15%, which is too small to be observed with
the present signal-to-noise ratio. In more favorable kinematic
cases �center-of-mass product speeds nearly equal to the
center-of-mass speed�, this anisotropy measurement is ca-
pable of determining the off-axis nature more reliably �see
companion paper�. Figure 11�b� shows this same reaction
cast in an energetic framework instead of a velocity frame-
work. For many cases, the possible internal energy states of
the unobserved product will form a pseudocontinuum, and
this approach will be preferable.

Both of these panels demonstrate how the experimen-
tally observable product anisotropy is related to the internal
excitation of the unobserved product. Experimentally, mea-
surement of the product angular anisotropy is achieved by
rotating the polarization of the photodissociation laser beam.
To achieve the best fit to the polarization-dependent data, the
input anisotropy parameters are varied iteratively. This pro-
cedure results in � i and ci for each basis vector i , associated
with speed � i . This beta parameter is then converted into a
product speed release using the scattering triangle shown in
Fig. 1 and the relationship between �eff and 
 given in Eq.
�4� to yield uABi

for vector i , specifically,

uAB���CM
2 ��AB

2 �2�CM�AB cos 
�1/2

�� �CM
2 ��AB

2 �2�CM�AB� 2�eff /�phot�1
3 � 1/2� 1/2

. �13�

FIG. 11. Two methods are presented to relate the spatial anisotropy of the
HCl���1, J�1� product of the photoinitiated reaction of Cl�CH4��3�1� to
internal energy deposition into the unobserved product �CH3�. Panel �a�
shows the velocity–space Newton diagram adapted for a photoinitiated re-
action with two Newton rings, one for vibrationless methyl ��2�0� and one
for one quantum of methyl umbrella mode excitation ��2�1�. Panel �b�
shows the energetic viewpoint for this same reaction. Curves of constant
beta parameter are plotted versus observed laboratory speed of the HCl
product. The thin horizontal line is drawn at the energy of the first quantum
of methyl umbrella mode vibrational excitation. See the text for further
detail.
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To obtain the differential cross section, we need to apply the
volume element correction described by Eq. �6�. We can then
plot the data in either of two ways. We can plot a Newton
diagram with the differential cross section describing the in-
tensity at angle � and uAB for the radius. Alternatively, we
can make plots of ��/� cos � and �E int� as a function of scat-
tering angle. The Newton diagram approach can be mislead-
ing because it places all the intensity at radius uAB , where
there may not even be a possible state. This erroneous loca-
tion of intensity results from the averaged nature of the an-
isotropy parameter; it can be corrected by assuming a form
for the distribution of unobserved states populated and cre-
ating a Newton diagram using these allowed state energies
and populations subject to the constraint that the average uAB
is matched. An advantage of reporting only the average of
the internal energy deposition is that it does not require any
assumption about the form of the internal energy distribu-
tion.

As mentioned before, the example presented here has no
additional anisotropy constraint owing to the nature of the
mass combination and energetics of this product state. For
this reason, we generate Newton diagrams with the maximal
and minimal methyl excitation to visualize the level of am-
biguity in our inversion. Figure 12 shows Newton diagrams
for two possible scatterings in which the methyl umbrella
vibration is constrained to be in �2�0 or 1. Both scattering
distributions are consistent with the measured speed distribu-
tion and differ simply in the amount of methyl excitation.
Figure 12�a� shows the result for no methyl excitation, and
Fig. 12�b� shows the result with maximal methyl excitation
consistent with our data. As can be seen, the overall features
of the scattering, specifically the large forward peak and lack

of backscattering, are not very dependent on the selection of
methyl population distribution. Hence, we conclude that our
speed measurement provides a general picture of the reactive
scattering process.53

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Photoinitiated bimolecular reactions in which the reagent
collision energy is controlled and the internal state of the
product is selected can provide a simple, high-signal method
to measure state-resolved differential cross sections, the rou-
tine observation of which has been a major goal of experi-
mental studies of reaction dynamics for many years. In this
technique, which we call the photoloc method, the differen-
tial cross section is deduced from a measurement of the ve-
locity distribution of the state-selected product via the law of
cosines which relates the three sides of a triangle �the speed
of the center of mass, the speed of the state-selected product
in the center-of-mass frame, and the speed of the state-
selected product in the laboratory� to the angles of the tri-
angle, specifically, to the scattering angle. In these experi-
ments, the product molecule is detected in a state-selective
manner by resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization
�REMPI�. We have described a special method called core
extraction for determining the velocity distribution of the
state-selected product molecules in the laboratory frame. In
core extraction a mask is placed in front of the detector of a
standard linear time-of-flight mass spectrometer to record di-
rectly the speed distribution of the product ions moving on
axis. Although the combination of the photoloc method with
core extraction lacks complete generality because of the need
to find suitable precursors that produce upon photolysis
single-speed reagents and the need to find suitable products
that are easily detected by REMPI, many reaction systems
meet these conditions. For these photoinitiated reactions, the
photoloc method combined with core extraction provides a
powerful technique for the measurement of state-resolved
and state-to-state differential cross sections.

Core extraction has distinct advantages compared to
Doppler spectroscopy for measurement of speed distribu-
tions. These benefits include resolution enhancements, in-
creased orthogonality in the relation between the differential
cross section and the observed signal, and several technical
improvements. Additionally, core extraction has the advan-
tage that the form of the differential cross section is visible
directly in the experimental data. For instance, the core-
extracted signal from a forward-backward scattered reaction
would consist of two double-peaked signals centered about
plus and minus the center-of-mass speed, whereas the
Doppler-resolved form has a ‘‘wedding cake’’ appearance
�contrast Fig. 3�a� with Fig. 3�b��. The core-extraction
method is fairly simple to implement in a standard design
time-of-flight mass spectrometer. In core extraction, signal
magnitude, and resolution are inversely related. Therefore,
selection of operating voltages allows an experimental reso-
lution to be chosen based on the signal level of the reaction
being investigated, as discussed.

FIG. 12. Contour plots of two possible scattering distributions consistent
with our measured speed distribution shown in Fig. 6. The plots represent
the scattering probability in contours versus the two dimensions representing
the center-of-mass frame scattering speeds of the HCl ���1, J�1� with
methyl excitation. The center of the plot is the center of mass and upward on
the page is forward scattered �shown as 0°�. If the methyl were not vibra-
tionally excited, distribution �a� would be the only possible distribution of
HCl speeds in the center of mass. Distribution �b� represents the maximal
excitation of methyl umbrella bending that is consistent with our speed
distribution. The removal of energy from translation to internal energy of the
methyl requires that the product moves more slowly away from the center of
mass, and therefore the large forward-scattered peak is moving too fast to
have been formed in coincidence with methyl excitation.
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In the reaction of atomic chlorine with vibrationally ex-
cited methane, the core-extraction method has significantly
improved our resolution of the center-of-mass differential
cross section. Just as in the method of crossed molecular
beams, the conversion between the experimental observables
and the differential cross section is nonlinear, which causes
the resolution to vary with the scattering angle. For this ki-
nematically unfavorable case, our resolution is nearly con-
stant in the scattering projection, cos �, and is � cos ��0.3.
This resolution corresponds to a center-of-mass resolution of
approximately 45° in the forward- and backscattered regions
and 20° in the side-scattered region. For reactions involving
better mass and exothermicity combinations, this resolution
is improved �see Shafer et al.28 for a discussion�, and of
course, detection with better speed resolution also improves
this angular resolution.

Analysis methods for conversion of observed time pro-
files to speed distributions have been presented. Our analysis
method is preferable to forward-convolution methods be-
cause it uses a direct inversion of the experimental data by
maximum-entropy fitting. This procedure requires the gen-
eration of a basis set of simulated time profiles for single-
speed products, which we have generated by a simulation of
our experimental system. Comparison of simulated time pro-
files with experimental time profiles from monoenergetic
speed distributions produced by photodissociation of mo-
lecular chlorine checked the basis set generation procedure.
This check demonstrates the performance of our simulation
method and reduces the possibility of error in this part of the
analysis.

Core-extracted polarization measurements also allow for
estimation of the energetic deposition into the unobserved
product formed in coincidence with each detected product
state. The velocity selectivity of core extraction improves the
sensitivity to these polarization measurements by decoupling
the spatial anisotropy of the reaction product from the speed
distribution. The state-independent detection traditionally
used in the method of crossed molecular beams resolves the
product kinetic energy release but not the fraction of internal
energy appearing in either of the products. For a reaction
yielding two polyatomic products, such as the reaction stud-
ied in this paper, this lack of determination of the energetic
fractionation may lead to ambiguity in the determination of
the product state distributions. For example, a traditional
crossed beam investigation of the reaction of Cl with CH4
would determine the distribution of product internal energies
but could not directly determine whether the HCl or CH3
product contains that internal energy. The resolution demon-
strated in this and the following paper is similar to that of
many crossed molecular beam studies. Additionally, the un-
ambiguous determination of the product state associated with
each differential cross section goes far beyond most tradi-
tional studies.

Moreover, the velocity-selective detection used in the
core-extraction method allows measurement of vector corre-
lations by using polarized lasers for excitation and detection.
Vector correlations measure the dependence of the reaction
on vector properties of the reagents or measure vector prop-
erties of the products. For example, in the following paper,

we determine the probability of reaction as a function of the
angle between the approach of the reagents and the vibra-
tionally excited C–H bond. Through the technique of core
extraction, we are able to gain a much more detailed under-
standing of the reactivity of atomic chlorine with vibra-
tionally excited methane. The observation of this mechanistic
detail is the subject of the following paper.
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